SEAL-TC
South East Area Legislative
Transportation Coalition

MI S S ION

To improve access to, from and through our
communities by way of public-private collaboration,
legislative advocacy, and commitment to our region.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
In order to achieve our 25-year vision, certain
strategies must be championed that will improve the
transportation network making it more efficient. We
believe implementing the strategies below will improve
the overall mobility of people, goods and services, and
improve the quality of life of our residents. Delivering
on our vision centers on four core strategies:

B A C KGR O UND

The Greater Maple Valley Black Diamond Chamber
of Commerce along with the Covington Chamber of
Commerce formed a transportation coalition of
critical stake holders from the cities of Black
Diamond, Covington, and Maple Valley charged with
creating a coalition to build consensus around
priority projects resulting in greatest positive
long-term impact to improve transportation in the
South East King County region.

2 5 -Y E AR V ISION

The vision is to improve access to, from and through
our communities by way of public-private
collaboration, legislative advocacy, and commitment
to our region. It is our belief that transportation and
infrastructure play a critical role in individual
wellbeing and economic health. Therefore, our 25
year vision is to have improved our major
thoroughfares, namely SR 169 and SR 516, to
enable travel to, from and through our cities in an
efficient manner that will benefit quality of life and
the economies.

IMPROVEMENT
Transportation planning must emphasize the need to
maintain and improve the existing network with an eye
on capacity-adding projects. The Chambers
encourage continued investment and planning for
construction projects concurrently with other
innovative investments to relieve congestion and
increase overall safety.
INNOVATION
We encourage a comprehensive and regional
approach to transportation planning in order to meet
the specific needs of the area demographic from a
broader level. Being innovative will reduce costs and
improve the efficiency of moving people, delivering
products and supplies.
INTER-CONNECTION
Business and residents must have the freedom to
make smart and economical transportation choices.
The Chambers encourage the integration of a
multi-modal network that includes highways, roads,
transit, and bike/pedestrian routes.
INVESTMENT
Transportation investment boosts productivity and
quality of life for the entire community. It is important
that adequate funding be allotted to maintain the
existing transportation infrastructure and allow for
future improvements to manage growth. A
well-maintained and balanced system opens up
opportunities for jobs, affordable choices in places to
live, recreation and other services.
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OVERALL: Increase the ability to work, live and play in
our communities by advocating for logical and productive
transportation improvements.
SHORT-TERM: Advance capital project recommendations
and policy recommendations listed below.
LONG-TERM: A focus on the transportation planning
process, with a commitment to identify inefficiencies and
recommend a refined and improved methodology for
making transportation decisions.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
The current transportation funding model at the state
level does not allocate dedicated infrastructure dollars
to our region of Covington, Maple Valley, and Black
Diamond. Despite relatively rapid residential and
commercial growth, the status of our regional
transportation infrastructure is simply inadequate,
unsustainable and unsafe. Therefore, the South East
Area Legislative Transportation Coalition (SEAL-TC)
encourages identification of high-impact, low-cost
modifications and common-sense policies that
promote sustainable and diverse solutions.
The SEAL-TC seeks a dialogue with stakeholders to
discuss the feasibility of such policies as:
• Exploring Public-Private Partnerships
• Streamlining the transportation planning process
• Utilizing data to maximize capacity efficiencies
• Investigating and promoting innovation,
including cost-saving measures
• Supporting common sense revisions to the
Growth Management Act

SEAL-TC IS
SUPPORTED BY:

CAPITAL PROJECTS
NEAR-TERM
• Revision of the Hwy 18/I-90 interchange
• Segment-based widening of SR 169 and
reduction of slide risk
• Issaquah-Hobart Road
• Cedar Grove Road
• Completion of the SR 516 and 218th project
• Addressing the light at SR 516 and Home Depot
• Signal timing improvements, specifically at
240th Northbound during AM commute
• Completion of the Covington Connector
LONG-TERM
• Continual system preservation and signal
improvements
• Comprehensive widening of SR 169 and
remediate of slide risk
• Revision of SR 169 and 231st Intersection
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